IB Sample Test
A. Match terms with definitions: (There are extra definitions.)

18 points

cadence

1. The 4th scale degree

parallel minor

2. The minor scale or key with the same key signature as the major

vivace

3. Gradually increase the tempo

sequence

4. Sweetly

subdominant

5. Rhythm that tends to accent weak beats

accelerando

6. A section of a larger work, such as a sonata

opus

7. The minor scale or key with the same tonic as the major

allegretto

8. A number to indicate the order of a composer's composition

movement

9. A little slower than allegro
10. A pattern repeated on a higher or lower pitch.
11. Two chords used at the end of a phrase or piece
12. Very quick and lively

B. Identify these major and minor keys.

______Major

______Minor

8 points

______Major

______Minor

C. Identify these major chords.

10 points

D. Identify these intervals by number. Then circle the major interval in each pair.

16 points

E. Fill in the top number for each time signature.

12 points

F. Look over this musical example and answer the questions below:

18 points

1. The key of this piece:_____________
2. Is it major or minor?______________
3. The relative key is: D major

F major

D minor

4. This piece is to be played in what style?

Lively

5. The form of this piece is:

Singing

Sweetly

Sad

AA AB AA'

6. The circled chord outlined in measure 3 is:

F major

7. The circled chord outlined in measure 3 is called:
8. The tempo of this piece is:

Slow

D minor
Tonic

Medium

A major

Subdominant

Dominant

Fast

9. Transpose this melody to Bb major. Draw the new key signature and notes on the staff below.

G. Write these key signatures

Eb Major

6 points
+ 2 points Extra Credit

F Major

D Major

E minor
Extra Credit

H. Circle the two enharmonic notes.

2 points

Aural Exam Level IB
1. Identify the scale:
2. Identify the interval:

Major
rd

3

3. Is the melody syncopated? Yes
4. Circle the rhythm you hear:

Minor
4

th

5th

6th

7th

No
5. Circle the melody you hear:

10 points

